ABSTRACT. Let X (Xij) be an m(1) by m(2) matrix whose entries Xij, < i < m (1) 
INTRODUCTION.
We assume all notations and conventions of Abhyankar [I] . Let For any p N, we let rec (2,p) {(k,i): k E [1, 2] and i E [l,p] }.
For any p E N, by a hi-vector of length p, we mean a map a: rec (2,p) / N* which for every k E [1, 2] and i E if,p], associates a(k,i) E N* such that a(k,l) < a(k,2) <...< a(k,p). In this case we put len(a) p.
By a bl-vector, we mean a bi-vector of length p for some p E N. In fact, Abhyankar [3] proves that the number of standard bl-tableaux of area V, bounded by m and predominated by a given fixed bl-vector a of length p Is [5] and others. Now H(V) is a polynomial in V with rational coefficients and of degree C. [6] . Hence it is interesting to study the properties of FD(m,p,a), D e Z.
INTEGER VALUED FUNCTIONS FD(m,p,a).
For any m e N* (2) , p N*, we put vec(2) --the set of all bl-vectors, vec [2,p] the set of all bl-vectors of length p and vec (2,m,p) {a vec [2,p] : a m}.
Let m E N*(2), p N*, a e vec (2,m,p) and k e [1, 2] . Let k' Uc [2,p] 
